TAR College tops PNB quiz ... again

UNKU Abdul Rahman College (TAR College), a breeding ground for top scorers and champions, produced the best investors when its students won the 7th Permodalan Nasional Berhad (PNB) Investment Quiz Competition on Sept 11, the second victory in two years.

The latest champions were final-year Advanced Diploma in Business Studies (Finance & Investment) students Teoh Poh Kweng, Lim Chia Yue and Chan Weng Kit.

Fifty-two teams from 19 public and private institutions of higher learning took part in the competition and teams battled it out in a test of knowledge on issues and developments in investments, economics and finance.

Teoh said the competition made him realize that what he had studied at TAR College was applicable in the real world.

Head of TAR College School of Business Studies Kho Sok Kee said: "The achievement by the students is a testimony to the relevance and rigour that we put our students through in our courses. Our students were much ahead of the competition. They hit the buzzer ahead of the others."

The quiz is just one of the many competitions that TAR College students take part in to put into practice what they have learnt and benchmark themselves against students from other institutions.

It emerged as first runner-up in the University of Malaya-Citibank Intervarsity Case Study Challenge, and was the only team comprising of students in the finals of MIM-RICOH National Management Game.

It will have open days from Dec 14 to 16 between 9am to 5pm at all its campuses.

For details, call 03-41450100 (Kuala Lumpur Main Campus), 04-8995230 (Penang Branch Campus), 05-4660388 (Perak Branch Campus), 07-9270801 (Johor Branch Campus), 09-2311485 (Pahang Branch Campus), and 088-718482 (Sabah Branch Campus), or visit www.tar.edu.my

(From left) Lim Chia Yue, Teoh Poh Kweng and Chan Weng Kit with their PNB trophies. With them is senior lecturer Samuel Lim (second from right).